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HK is the result of the interior design experience, coming from real houses projects and the awareness that the kitchen and the dining areas are the heart 
of the house, the core, a place of family and public conviviality. The kitchen represents a contemporary lifestyle place which gathers us like being around a fire in the ancient times.

Kitchens are now part of the living room: they show the same level of elegance and character as absolute protagonists. We have reconsidered the 
concept of the kitchen workbench and the way of interpreting the cupboards and the boiserie designed for the living room. Kitchen appliances have now an absolute level of 
integration thanks to the new tall units’ customisation.
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In the world of design, kitchens are highly standardised products, depending on the sizes of household appliances and influenced by an industrialised 
approach. We go beyond these limits, searching for timeless design and technical quality, in which the only limit is given by the own features of the material and the manual 
ability of our craftsmen.
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An outstanding monolith, formed by one or two faceted blocks 
of natural stone. The Ozone expresses the essential and refined elegance of a 
kitchen island, a synthesis of functionality and aesthetics, the heart of a new convivial 
sociality vision.

OZONE Design Massimo Castagna
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Oneon Kitchen, a unique piece of excellent craftsmanship, 
available in stone or metal and stone. The kitchen island is the core of conviviality and 
the protagonist of the contemporary setting, able to convey emotion and beauty.

ONEON Design Massimo Castagna
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Oxygen speaks a language of surprising refinement and 
singularity by expressing itself with sensuality and resounding like an intense, warm 
chromatic note. One or two monolithic blocks boldly combine the alchemy of a stone 
and the entire structure, wrapped in precious metal.

OXYGEN Design Massimo Castagna
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Designed as an island worktop, it is a kitchen characterized by 
flat perimeter panels which shape an elongated elliptical tub. The inclinations of the 
panels and the way they are positioned give the structure a diamond effect. A geometric 
sculpture, a one-of-a-kind jewel, the Argon island worktop kitchen offers a surprising 
perspective from each and every angle.

ARGON Design Massimo Castagna
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HK TECHNINCAL DATA
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* The kitchen appliances spaces are compatible with Bora & Gaggenau

OZONE

Ozone, born for the H-Loft project, is a sculptural kitchen, composed of finished blocks, usable individually or side by side, chiseled and faceted with a 
subtle balance of volumes and proportions, "strong" but visually light thanks to the cut edges that slim every individual piece. It is always and only available as a standalone island, 
the absolute protagonist of the space, present, powerful and unexpected, ergonomically perfect, and very much functional. Made of single blocks, finished, with a fixed pattern, 
with a multi-layered interior entirely covered in stone. Stone is, as usual, the protagonist, used to respect its natural characteristics and grain. Vertical surfaces and worktops are 
book-matched following the natural veining of the stone: each kitchen is unique. The drawers, always with the power-assisted opening and closing mechanism, conceal a precious 
interior in plywood, perfectly equipped. An exceptional object with a unique presence. High work performance for a kitchen with authentic Italian craftsmanship. Kitchen with soft 
aesthetics, with vertical and horizontal edges, always rounded and in continuity, lowered worktop to contain liquids. The plinth is available in two heights.
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Cappuccino Matt Black

SBW Soft Oak Thermowood

Ice Onyx

Breccia Medicea

Black Lake

Web Grey Swamp Olive Ash

Paonazzo

Silver Brown Wave

Rapolano VS Anthracite (only side
panels of large drawers)

STONES CARCASS

SPECIAL STONES

SMALL AND 
LARGE DRAWERS

LIMITED STONES

EXTERNAL FINISHES INTERNAL FINISHES

Black Pearl
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OZONE (page 18)

Top compatible with Bora 
and Gaggenau worktops*

Drawers with soft closing 
mechanism

Sink measures:
total 115x52x15cm
sink 47x47x15cm

inset 51x47x01cm

Electrical opening system

93

125

6

85

320150

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation

Under-sink drawer with
electrical opening system.
*Bins not included*Dishwasher not included
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OZONE (page 27)

93

97
85

6

Drawers with soft closing 
mechanism

Top compatible with Bora and
Gaggenau worktops*

Sink measures:
total 160x52x15cm
sink 70x47x15cm
inset 73x47x01cm

*Dishwasher not included

Electrical opening system

Under-sink drawer with
electrical opening system.
*Bins not included

192320

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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OZONE (page 34)

360

93

85

6

Drawers with soft 
closing mechanism

Top compatible with 
Bora and Gaggenau 
worktops*

Sink measures:
total 120x52x15cm
sink 60x47x15cm
inset 43x47x01cm

Electrical opening 
system

Under-sink drawer with
electrical opening system.
*Bins not included

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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Oneon is compositionally flexible. It can be designed as a standalone island, but it can offer configurations of different sizes and volumetric characteristics 
such as the option of a worktop of stone and stainless steel or stone and wood. Snack bars can be added. Oneon is made of a strong plywood carcass inserted in a stone or metal 
container. Book matching is always ensured to enhance the natural character of the stone. * The kitchen appliances spaces are compatible with Bora & Gaggenau

ONEON
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Cappuccino Black Eucalyptus
Thermowood

SBW Soft Swamp Elm

Ice Onyx Stainless Steel (Only for 
worktop)

Breccia Medicea Matt Black

Titanio Oak Thermowood

Black Lake Eucalyptus Thermowood

Web Grey Swamp Oak

Paonazzo

Platino Swamp Olive Ash

Silver Brown Wave Oak Thermowood

Rapolano VS Swamp Olive Ash

Anthracite (only side
panels of large drawers)

STONES WOOD TOP AND 
SNACK BAR

SPECIAL STONES WORKTOP

CARCASS

SMALL AND 
LARGE DRAWERS

LIMITED STONES

METALS

EXTERNAL FINISHES

SIDE PANELS

INTERNAL FINISHES
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312

94

130

Side panels in
stone or metal

Sink measures:
75x30x13cm

Sink measures:
57x40x20cm

*Stainless steel top
compatible with
Bora and Gaggenau
worktops

Stone top

Drawers with soft closing
mechanism

*Dishwasher not included

Under-sink drawer with
electrical opening system.
*Bins not included

Electrical opening system

6

ONEON (page 44)

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation

Extra storage
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312

94

130

18

Side panels in
stone or metal

Sink measures:
75x30x13cm

*Stainless steel top
Top compatible with
Bora and Gaggenau
worktops*

Stone top

Drawers with soft closing
mechanism

Electrical opening 
system

Extra storage

Backlit plinth

Extra storage

Under-sink drawer with
electrical opening system.
*Bins not included

Sink measures:
57x40x20cm

ONEON (page 50)

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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94

108

6

9

98

Drawers with soft 
closing mechanism

Stainless steel top compatible with Bora 
and Gaggenau worktops*

Sink measures:
75x30x13cm

Electrical opening system

*Dishwasher not included

Under-sink drawer with 
electrical opening system.
*Bins not included

**Optional stone top

55 145270

ONEON (page 60)

Wood top

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation.
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93

95

18

9

85

Drawers with soft 
closing mechanism

Sink measures:
80x50x15cm

Electrical opening 
system

Under-sink drawer with
electrical opening system.
*Bins not included

55 125240

ONEON (page 68)

Stone top

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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The Oxygen kitchen makes Henge's metals with their unique finishes the true protagonists. The worktops are built in a metal frame. The stone is carved out 
for liquid containment. A strong carcass made of plywood has been developed to support the metal sides and the stone worktops including snack bars. The Oxygen kitchen has 
a low, almost invisible plinth and vertical rounded metal edges. Drawers are 5mm thick and show an electric soft closing mechanism. Available always and only as a standalone 
island, it is compositionally flexible and configurable, suitable also for side-by-side configurations. * The kitchen appliances spaces are compatible with Bora & Gaggenau

OXYGEN
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Cappuccino Matt Black

SBW Soft Oak Thermowood

Ice Onyx

Black Pearl

Titanio (Only for side
panels)

Black Lake

Web Grey Swamp Olive Ash

Paonazzo

Breccia Medicea

Platino (Only for
side panels)

Silver Brown Wave

Rapolano VS Anthracite (only side
panels of large drawers)

Lava

H Pale Gold (Only for
side panels)

STONES CARCASS

SPECIAL STONES

SMALL AND 
LARGE DRAWERS

LIMITED STONES

METALS

EXTERNAL FINISHES

SIDE PANELS

INTERNAL FINISHES
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12

78

72

93

Lava Stone top
*If a different stone is 
selected, the top design 
will be different.
Contact the Sales Dpt. 
for additional specs.

Lava stone top

Sink measures:
total 43x77x16cm
sink 17x39x16cm

Sink measures:
total 162x71x16cm
sink 87x33x16cm
inset 57x49x15cm

Electrical opening
system

Drawers with soft 
closing mechanism

Under-sink drawer with electrical
opening system.
*Bins not included

Under-sink drawer with electrical
opening system.

Metal side panels

250 165285

OXYGEN (page 80)

* * Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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185 130

93

120

81

Lava stone top

Sink measures:
total 51x54x15cm
sink 51x42x15cm

Drawers with soft closing
mechanism

Dishwasher not included

Metal side panels

Electrical opening system

Extra storage

Under-sink drawer with electrical
opening system. *Bins not included

OXYGEN (page 89)

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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320 72

93

220

110

40
Stone top

Stone topSink measures:
total 132x71x16cm
sink 70x33x16cm
inset 45x49x15cm

Sink measures:
total 51x54x15cm
sink 51x42x15cm

Drawers with soft closing
mechanism

Dishwasher not included

Side panels in metal

Electrical opening system

Under-sink drawer with
electrical opening system.
*Bins not included

OXYGEN (page 98)

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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It is the Henge’s island kitchen suitable for coffee bars, a great protagonist of the spaces in which it is installed; the metal fronts with the continuous sloping 
plinth support the backlit stone top, and the large backlit basins used as sink and icebox. It can properly hide all the appliances typical of the bar counter, from the dishwasher to 
the fridge drawers or ice maker, a real professional tool with an unexpected aesthetic typical of a club.

ARGON

* The kitchen appliances spaces are compatible with Bora & Gaggenau
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Cappuccino Matt Black

SBW Soft Oak Thermowood

Ice Onyx

Black Pearl

Titanio

Black Lake

Web Grey Swamp Olive Ash

Paonazzo

Breccia Medicea

Platino

Silver Brown Wave

Rapolano VS

Burnished Brass

STONES CARCASS

SPECIAL STONES

SHELVES

LIMITED STONES

METALS

EXTERNAL FINISHES 

SIDE PANELS

INTERNAL FINISHES

Oak Thermowood Swamp Olive Ash Anthracite (only side
panels of large drawers)

SMALL AND LARGE 
DRAWERS
(ONLY FOR ARGON EVO)
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400

93

125

Stone top available also 
with backlit

Sink measures:
total 104x65x15cm

Doors with soft
closing mechanism

Side panels in metal

Wooden shelves

Extra storage

Under-sink area

25

ARGON (page 113)

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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245

93

140

25

ARGON EVO

Stone top available also 
with backlit

Sink measures:
total 104x65x15cm

Large front drawers

Extra storage

Side panels in metal

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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Kitchen unit containers are not simply like the standard ones characterised by higher finishing details and usually placed in the living area. They are 
real furniture with aesthetic and functional features adjusted to kitchen use. Henge introduces an entire range of classic tall units with the various kinds of opening systems- 
hinged, sliding, and retractable, - and a high-quality internal equipment made of plywood. Customisations with the exclusive Henge finishes of woods and metals are available. 
Tall units can be built-in walls entirely covered with boiserie, wood, metal, or stone, with original three-dimensional Henge textures and finishes ranging from the iconic 
H-Piuma to the unique H-Silver Patina and more. Appliances can be integrated into the Loom Program, suitable for living rooms, by presenting large walls raised off the ground 
containing both the kitchen appliances on one side and the large monitors hidden behind the glass on the other. There is a totally freedom of use, a new way of creating an 
interior design project, far from the classic kitchen tall units. Kitchen units are integrated into the living area: they link living and dining areas to mean the house as a whole 
space. It is a new design concept which goes beyond the usual, a new world with an unexplored level of design.

OPEN UNITS
CONTAINER UNITS FOR FRIDGES & WINE CELLARS
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Black Eucalyptus 
Thermowood

Swamp Olive Ash

Black Burnished Steel

Bronze Glass

Titanium Foam

Eucalyptus Thermowood

Swamp Elm

Burnished Platino

Oak Thermowood

Swamp Oak

Burnished Titanio

WOODS
(ALSO FOR SHELVES)

STONE EXTRAS
(ONLY FOR BACK PANELS)

METALS

OPEN UNITS 

CARCASS &
BACK PANELS

METAL EXTRAS
(ONLY FOR BACK PANELS)

SHELF EXTRAS

Cappuccino

SBW Soft

Titanium

Black Lake

Web Grey

Silver Brown Wave

Rapolano VS
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Bronze Glass

DOORSCONTAINER UNITS FOR 
FRIDGES & WINE CELLARS 

CARCASS

BACK PANELS & SHELVES

Black Eucalyptus 
Thermowood

Swamp Olive Ash

Black Burnished Steel

Burnished Brass

Eucalyptus Thermowood

Swamp Elm

Burnished Platino

H-Silver

Oak Thermowood

Swamp Oak

Burnished Titanio

H-Silver Patina

Matt Black

Oak Thermowood

WOODS

METALS
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245

30

20

45
65

3060 60

250.6

220

Available heights:
- 220 cm
- 250 cm

Spaces for appliances

2cm shelves thickness

Wood or Metal shelves

Glass shelves

Glass shelves

Glass shelves

Wood or Metal shelves

Wood or Metal shelves

Wood or Metal shelves

Fridge & Wine Cellar

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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245

20

45

30609060 45

250.6

220

Available heights:
- 220 cm
- 250 cm

Spaces for appliances

2cm shelves thickness

Wood or Metal shelves

Glass shelves

Glass shelves

Glass shelves

Wood or Metal shelves

Wood or Metal shelves

Wood or Metal shelves

Fridge & Wine Cellar

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation

65
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Kitchen unit containers are not simply like the standard ones characterised by higher finishing details and usually placed in the living area. They are real 
furniture with aesthetic and functional features adjusted to kitchen use. Henge introduces an entire range of classic tall units with the different kinds of opening systems- hinged, 
sliding, and retractable, - and a high-quality internal equipment made of plywood. Customisations with the exclusive Henge finishes of woods and metals are available. Tall units 
can be built-in walls entirely covered with boiserie, wood, metal, or stone, with original three-dimensional Henge textures and finishes ranging from the iconic H-Piuma to the 
unique H-Silver Patina and more. Appliances can be integrated into the Loom Program, suitable for living rooms, by presenting large walls raised off the ground containing both the 
kitchen appliances on one side and the large monitors hidden behind the glass on the other. There is a totally freedom of use, a new way of creating an interior design project, far 
from the classic kitchen tall units. Kitchen units are integrated into the living area: they link living and dining areas to mean the house as a whole space. It is a new design concept 
which goes beyond the usual, a new world with an unexplored level of design.

UNITS WITH SIDE POCKET DOORS
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CARCASS

INTERNAL STRUCTURE 
EXTRA

INTERNAL DOORS

SHELVES

BACK PANEL

Stainless Steel 

Stainless Steel Swamp Olive Ash

Bronze Glass

Backlit Fabric-Glass

Oak Thermowood

Oak Thermowood

Oak Thermowood

Matt Black

EXTERNAL DOORS

Black Eucalyptus 
Thermowood

Swamp Olive Ash

Black Burnished Steel

Burnished Brass

Eucalyptus Thermowood

Swamp Elm

Burnished Platino

H-Silver

Oak Thermowood

Swamp Oak

Burnished Titanio

H-Silver Patina

WOODS

METALS
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220

65

Available heights:
- 220 cm
- 250 cm

Side pocket 
door

Side pocket 
door

Dishwasher not included

Under-sink storage

Spaces for appliances

250.6

75

220

Stainless steel

Glass shelves

* Sizes can be customised | Contact the Sales Team for a quotation
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PRODUCT DESIGN BY
Massimo Castagna

Via della Spiga 34
20121 Milano (MI) — Italy
T +39 0438 1710600

atelier@henge07.com
Open by appointment

Henge Headquarters
Via Fossa 1
31051 Follina (TV) — Italy

www.henge07.com
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